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Pamper Day
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Our Residents enjoyed having their hand & arm massages in Terenure Nursing Home and 
loved the smell of the lavender oils and creams. Every week, the ladies and gents in Terenure 
have their pamper day. Nails are done, Hair is done, and all our Residents are in ship shape!!

There was a flurry of activity here in Terenure Nursing Home when we saw the 
sun was out again.  Our Residents got their watering cans ready to tend to the 
flower beds. The factor 50 Sunscreen was administered by the staff before the 
Residents made their way to the garden. As well as soaking up the rays, there 
was lots of discussion and comments on the flowers and when was the best 
time of the day to water the plants etc.

Summer at Last 

We celebrated the Summer Solstice with music from Mickey and we created some Art to mark 
the occasion by painting the sun and moon. It was also Emily's birthday so we celebrated with 
a cake and a singsong!! 

Summer Solstice
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Sunny Days at Terenure Nursing Home
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Everyone in Terenure Nursing Home would like to wish Ann a Happy Birthday. She had a lovely time in 
the garden with her family and she enjoyed our ‘ice-cream party’ to celebrate.

Ann’s Birthday

A Fun-filled Day

We had a wonderful art session in Terenure Nursing Home and made these marvellous pictures, 
that when put together make a large collage of an Irish Breakfast which we will put up in our dining 
room. We also had Mass this morning and after Mass, we had our exercise class where we focus on 
our joint exercises as we sing-a-long to old favourites.

Gardening Fun

We love getting out into our beautiful garden at Terenure Nursing Home where we spend endless hours 
tending to our plants and soaking up the sun.

We had a lovely afternoon here in Terenure Nursing Home out in the garden listening to music and 
enjoying our ice-cream. It was also Lily's birthday so she got a cake and sang ‘Happy Birthday’ – a 
glorious afternoon was had by all!! 
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Busy Bees

We were busy bees here in Terenure Nursing Home. 
Exercising and a bit of pampering was the order of 
the day.  We played ball games in the garden, then 
the ladies opted for a manicure and for those who 
wanted to attend mass - we enjoyed an online 
ceremony.

We had great fun celebrating Bloomsday in Terenure Nursing Home. The day is named after 
Leopold Bloom, the central character in Ulysses. People all over Ireland celebrate and wear hats 
so we decided to join in on the fun. Also, our wonderful Resident Kathleen shares her birthday 
with Bloomsday so we celebrated with cake and lots of treats.

Bloomsday

IF YOU KNOW SOMEONE LOOKING FOR NURSING HOME CARE, 
PLEASE ASK THEM TO CONTACT MICHELLE ON 01-4968744
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It was all go yesterday in Terenure Nursing Home. In the morning we had 1:1 sessions of 
exercises and walks. Residents enjoyed games in the sitting room as we sang along to some 
Perry Como! Next up was our ice-cream break, a current favourite with our Residents who just 
love to cool down in the afternoon during our afternoon activity.

Lots of Activities


